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With more than 1,000 pet stores, PetSmart, Inc. is the 
dominant force in the pet industry as the principal specialty retailer of 
goods and services.4 From its PetsHotels to Doggie Day Camps, 
PetSmart provides solutions for the life of one’s pets. However, it is 
looking to expand its cause-related marketing and communications to 
appeal to the emerging popularity of, what is referred to as, “pet 
parents.” This idea of a “pet parent” is defined as “those pet owners 
for whom pets are much more than ‘just animals.’’’ 24 This is an 
emerging primary target audience as they are likely to spend more 
money on specialty services and products for their “family members.” 

Data supports that from 2003-2009, pet ownership of dogs 
and cats increased from 45% to 50%, and that the percentage of 
two-adult households without kids who own cats or dogs increased 
from 49% to 54% from 2005 to 2009. 24 There is a “coolness factor” 
that is becoming associated with the pet industry as animals are now 
featured in movies, television, and alongside famous celebrities. 
However, these “pet parents” lie in the largest emerging demographic 
for the buying of specialty pet services and products with free income 
to match. 

 An insight into this group as well as the pet market and 
PetSmart will be discussed in the Industry Overview, Client Profile, 
Competitor Analysis, and the Consumer Analysis. The Industry 
Overview will include a brief history of the pet industry. Also sales, 
advertising expenditures, stage in product life cycle, etc. will be 
discussed. The Client Profile will delve into the current state of 
PetSmart while the Competitor Analysis will reveal its largest 
competitors and where their companies lie in comparison. The final 
section, the Consumer Analysis, will, in a more detailed account, 
uncover the demographics, psychographics, and characteristics of the 
“pet parent.” 

Introduction



	   The invention of the first dog 
biscuit in 1860 launched the 
beginning of the pet industry.5 

Created by James Spratt’s in 
England, the original biscuit 
consisted of vegetables, wheat, beet 
root, and beef blood. Companies 
began making versions of the treat 
themselves as the popularity grew. 
The industry continued to expand 
and the commercial manufacturing 
of pet food reached the United States 
in 1890.  However, it really was not 
until the 1900s that the industry 
really gained its momentum. 
 In 1907, a man by the name 
of F.H. Bennett formed a company 

centered in New York making Milk 
Bone dog treats. Other companies, 
such as Ken-L-Ration and Gaines 
Food, dominated the market for 
canned dog and cat food. During 
World War II, however, canned food 
was considered a “non-essential” 
and the production of food shifted to 
that of dry foods. By 1946, 85% of 
the pet food market was dominated 
by dry foods.5 
 In the 1950s and 60s, the war 
was over and people were able to 
spend money on luxury pet food 
with the state of the booming 
economy. During this time, 
companies like Quaker Oats, Mars, 

Nabisco, Lipton, and General Foods 
decided to launch “pet food lines” in 
addition to their “human lines” of 
products. A campaign in 1964 by the 
Pet Food Institute, founded in 1958, 
warned pet owners of the dangers of 
feeding pets table scraps. The 
companies mentioned above began 
to market their items as “complete” 
dog foods and in a myriad of shapes 
and colors to bring about a better 
appeal for their brands.5 
 The year 1976 brought with 
it a new category of pet foods. 
Prescription foods claimed that pet 
food was a complicated process and 
an important part of maintaining the 

health of one’s pets and, therefore, 
should be left to “professionals.” 5 
This type of food was marketed and 
sold by veterinarians with Hill’s® 
leading the way in its 
manufacturing.  
 Today, an emerging trend of 
pet owners is to feed their pets 
holistic and organic foods. This 
developing consumer segment is 
willing to spend more on these 
products as well as specialty 
services for their pets making them 
the primary target audience for 
today’s marketing.5

 Industry Overview
History
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	   According to the American Pet Product 
Association’s National Pet Owner’s Survey, 
today’s pet owners spend anywhere from $203-
$229 annually on food for their pets.22 This 
number is expected to rise over time with the 
emergence of the “pet parent.” Although the 
current economic status is decreasing the amount 
of disposable income, this has no effect on 
spending as these “parents” will most likely cut 
other household or leisure expenses before pet 
products. 
 Despite the downturn of the economy, the 
pet industry has proved itself resilient and is 
expected to gain an additional 3.1% growth in 
sales in 2011.22 New businesses are continuing to 
enter the market and by the end of 2011, close to 
16,000 stores will be a part of the pet circuit with 
sales reaching close to $14.5 billion as seen in the 
chart to the right.22 
 Industry growth within the last five years 
can be attributed to the higher rate of pet 
ownership and its accompanying demand.  
Product innovation has also contributed to the 
overall revenue with an emerging trend focusing 
on more holistic and natural foods with better 
ingredients. According to Pet Business, the sales 
of these specialty foods reached $15 billion in 
2008 and have been increasing by 20% annually.22 
With the ongoing humanization of pets by owners 
in the past five years, pet indulgence has played a 
significant role in the growth of the industry’s 
revenue as well and continues to be a primary 
contributor. 

 Pet stores are primarily independently 
owned and traditionally small with 53.2% of the	  
industry’s players having stores without paid 
employees. Because of this, large supermarkets 
like Walmart and smaller retailers like Petland 
have been able to lure customers with lower 
prices. As a result, mass merchandisers and 
grocery stores have become principal retailers of 
pet products and food. However, these secondary 
competitors still fall short of the dominant pet 
retailers of PetSmart and Petco.22

 Size of Industry and Sales

Industry Overview

Years Revenue In Millions        Growth %

1998 7,909.3
1999 7,549.1 -4.6
2000 8,274.4 9.6
2001 9,118.1 10.2
2002 9,728.9 6.7
2003 10,234.7 5.2
2004 11,064.5 8.1
2005 11,486.7 3.8
2006 11,725.2 2.1
2007 12,537.5 6.9
2008 12,894.8 2.8
2009 13,444.1 4.3
2010 14,055.9 4.6
2011 14,494.4 3.1

Source:	  IBIS:	  Industry	  Performance

Advertising Expenditures

 As the pet industry continues to grow, so 
has the spending on advertising throughout the 
years. There has been a steady leader, however, in 
terms of media that has dominated the industry’s 
advertising spending. According to Ad$pender 
data, cable television has been the main area of 
promotion with over $133 million in spending 
over the years 2006-2010 and is followed by 
network television at around $81 million. The 
most evident trend is the increased spending of 
advertising within the category of cable television 
and magazines. There has been a steady increase in 
dollars spent from 2006 in the cable television 
making it the most popular media outlet for 
advertising within the pet industry. Magazines, 
however, are also making a large comeback as 
spending went from $10,500 in 2009 to 
$5,733, 900 in 2010 making magazines a possible 
new media for the pet industry.  Network 
television, syndication, and newspapers also seem 
to be popular sources of advertising as well with a 
combined spending of $213,581,500 over a five-
year period.  
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	   The pet industry is in a growing stage in its life cycle. This 
growth is attributed to new product introductions and an increase in 
pet owners humanizing their pets. Further proof that the industry is 
growing is that the industry value is expected to grow annually 
about 3.5% until the year 2016.21 The United States GDP is 
expected to only grow 2.0% within the same time frame. Because 
the industry is increasing at a higher rate than the economy, it is in 
the growth phase. Also, in terms of the pet parents, an emphasis is 
now being put on premium services like grooming, training, 
boarding, etc. This specific trend is in the development stage and 
will slow as the year reaches 2016 due to product saturation.21

	   According to Advertising Age, winter months and especially 
Christmas seem to be a time where increased spending on pets is 
evident. A survey by the American Animal Hospital states that 79% 
of pet owners give their pets presents on holidays and their 
birthdays.7 Those who buy gifts for their pets say they spend 
anywhere from $10 to over $100. PetSmart is expected to sell more 
than 35,000 sets of reindeer antlers and 210,000 sweaters during the 
holiday season.7  Christmas also serves as an increase in pet 
adoptions where people present animals as gifts. Adoption 
programs, like PetSmart’s, thrive during these winter 
months.

Industry Overview
Stage in Product Life

Seasonality
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Growth Potential

There has been growth in the pet industry in the last five years, and 
the trend of pet parenting has given the industry a high potential for growth. 
According to the American Pet Product’s Association spending figures, pet 
parents are willing to spend almost any price when it comes to caring for 
their pets.10  American Pet Products Association’s review of spending data 
and reports, which shows overall spending in the pet industry (including 
food, supplies/OTC medications, veterinary care, live animal purchases and 
other services such as grooming, boarding, and pet sitting), grew by 6.2% 
from $45.53 billion in 2009 to a little over $48 billion in 2010, with only 
sales of live animals declining slightly from 2009. They are expecting a 5.1% 
increase in spending to exceed $50 billion dollars in the 2011 which it 
already has.14 The market added two and a half billion dollars in the midst of 
the biggest economic crisis since the Great Depression. Significant price 
increases during the last year forced many pet parents to spend more on dog 
food, which limited their spending available for other purchases, such as wet 
food, treats, toys and beds. Customers were forced to make choices based 
upon what they could afford versus what they wanted.” 24 

 Starting in 2007, the U.S. economy started going through an 
economic depression, but now there are slight signs of recovery.  According 
to Reuters, the economy grew at a 5.7% annual rate in the fourth quarter, 
which is that fastest it had grown in six years. Unemployment fell by .3% in 
2009, but the National Retail Federation states that the retail industry sales 

increased over 3% in 2010.14 While some economists 
remain cautiously optimistic, most are also in 
agreement that the recovery will be long and slow; 
however, the growth potential seems to show that the 
pet market is fairly recession proof. 

Economy

“As an industry we have been 

extremely lucky with huge growth 

over the past decade, even during 

former tough economic times.”                  

 - APPA



	   In regards to pet products, the American 
Pet Products Association has some regulations.  A 
product is considered pet food if the manufacturer, 
in its product labeling or advertising, makes any 
claim that the product is intended for use as an 
animal food or that the product provides anything 
of nutritional value to the animal. Pet food is 
regulated by the Food and Drug Administration 
and also the Department of Agriculture. They work 
together to form the organization, American 
Association of Feed Control Officials, which controls the labeling, sale 
and manufacturing processes.20 There are specific rules as to what goes 
on the labeling and in the pet food. Rules and regulations vary from 
state to state. Many flea and tick collars and medicines are considered 
pesticides. So, in some cases, it is required to register them with the 
Environmental Protection Agency.20 

 In regards to pet owners, the Pet Industry Joint Advisory Council has 
regulations and responsibilities on how to treat pets. Legal issues in ownership 
vary from state to state, but most places require a leash law for all dogs. It is 

also usually required to bring all pets to see 
a veterinarian immediately for an 
independent examination, shots and to 
establish a baseline for later health care.20

	  

Industry Overview                                        
Legal/Regulatory Issues Societal/Cultural Considerations

• Going green. There are now natural toys, litters, and organic food. 

• Many name brands that are not known for pet products are now selling 
shampoos, clothes, name-brand toys, treats and etc. Some of the brands 
include: Old Navy, Harley-Davidson, Paul Mitchell and Omaha steaks.

• Hotels are becoming extra pet friendly and even offering gift packages 
for the animals making traveling with a dog or cat easy. There are now 
seat belts and on-the-go travel kits to provide safety. 

• Pet grooming and cleaning supplies have become extra luxurious. 
Electric tooth brushes and self-flushing litter boxes are just some of the 
examples.

• Costumes, designer clothes, seasonal outfits and many accessories and 
monogrammed items are easy to find for pets.10

 There have been numerous trends that have made their way into the pet 
industry in recent years. The most popular is the concept of “Going Green.” 
People today are much more susceptible to buy products that are packaged as 
“all natural” or “organic.” Specialty products have also progressed into a more 
luxurious nature with offerings such as electric grooming and hygienic tools. 
Pet parents are becoming increasingly more conscious of their pets’ health and 
the unique services that are offered.

 Another trend that is gaining more publicity is the health benefits of the 
relationship between pets and their owners. It is shown that loneliness and 
depression can be positively effected by the companionship of a pet. This is 
considered to be the “untapped goldmine” of the pet industry. 24 As research 
and advertising continue to prove the health benefits of this relationship, not 
only will the spending on specialty pet products increase but most likely the 
adoption rates as well. This cause-related marketing concept could greatly 
improve the pet industry, and with PetSmart as the leader of pet retailing, this 
could prove to be a great marketing strategy. 
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In 1986 founders Jim and Janice Dougherty received a business loan 
and became incorporated as Pacific Coast Distributing, Inc. A year later, pets 
of all shapes and sizes were visiting one of two PetFood Warehouse locations 
in PetSmart’s home base of Arizona. PetSmart takes the initiative to support 
local animal welfare groups by holding fundraisers and sponsoring adoption 
events, a move that has come to define this company.9 

1989 served to be a big year for PetFood Warehouse as it opened its 
first live fish department, a bird and small pet department, as well as a full-
service salon offering bathing and grooming. The first television commercials 
were aired during this time under the new name, PetSmart. In 1990, all of the 
stores were redesigned and the company was aware of the growing necessity 
for veterinarian services. With this in mind, PetSmart contracted a company to 
bring mobile clinics to the stores for routine services.9

By 1992, there were 50 PetSmart stores. It opened full time Luv-A-Pet 
Adoption Centers in every store and within the first month found 6,300 
animals a home. In addition, PetSmart launched its own private food label, 
Grreat Choice and Sophista-Cat brands. In 1994, PetSmart Charities was 
formed to help in the fight to end animal euthanasia and combat pet 
homelessness. Its 100th store was also opened.9

Our updated mission statement for 2000 was, “To provide total 
lifetime care for every pet, every parent, every time.” 9 This led to the launch 
of PetsHotels, a pet boarding facility. Today there are more than 1,000 
PetSmart stores offering specialty services and products for every pet parent 
and their animals. 

 The sales numbers for PetSmart have seen significant increases in the 
last five years. The chart to the right shows the sharp increase from $3.4 
billion in 2004 to $5.7 billion in 2010.15 This is a strong indication that the 
brand itself is still growing, and it has not yet matured as far as sales leveling 
off. Citing the second quarter of 2010 shows revenues of $1.4 billion which 
can be compared to the second quarter of 2011's total of $1.5 billion. This is a 

$100 million dollar improvement in a years time and places the 2011 second 
quarter numbers at almost the same level as the fourth and highest volume 
quarter of 2010.15

 Given the trends over the last five years, it is not unreasonable to 
expect the 2011 year to top $6 billion in total revenues. This growth is 
promising as the company continues to develop new product lines and 
services directed at a target market which is also growing. In addition, the 
continuously developing cause marketing from the PetSmart Charities 
division should continue to strengthen the brand image and bond with pet 
parents which will also attribute to continued revenue growth beyond 2011.15
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Client Profile
Advertising Expenditures

	   Advertising numbers have also been on the incline over the 
past five years. According to Ad$pender data, the total in 2010 was 
twice that of 2006. The data indicates the steadily increasing 
monetary commitment to advertising with the exception of the 
2009 fiscal year. The 2009 total in ad spending was down; 
however, the sales in that year continued to grow on pace with 
previous periods. This information could point to a possible over 
dedication to the advertising sector. 
2010 saw total of $67.9 million spent 
on various media by PetSmart.
 The current media mix shown 
in the table represents the current 
path of company advertising. The 
traditional newspaper and radio 
outlets are being used less and less do 
to questions over reach and 
effectiveness in recent years. 2010 
saw no advertising investment in 
national newspapers, and there was 
also a decrease in dollars allocated to 
network and national spot radio 
campaigns. $126,300 were dedicated 
to outdoor advertising in 2010; this is 
a media that has seen zero PetSmart 
investment in the past five years. The 
goal, as always, is to more effectively 
reach our pet parents as they go about their lives, and hopefully the 
investments allocated in 2010 will show a better example of this 
which can be improved upon for 2011.

 PetSmart is proud of the position it takes in the market. Though it may 
be the largest entity in the market, PetSmart maintains its focus on being the 
best provider of long term care for the pets belonging to today's pet parents. 
 The inclusion of not just pet foods and supplies but also grooming and 
boarding services makes the statement that PetSmart is there for all the needs 
of the target market. In addition, the Banfield Animal Clinics inside of 
PetSmart stores show a dedication to the health and well-being of pets.

 These commitments do not push PetSmart away 
from the original values that the company was founded 
upon. Despite the growth and development of what 
PetSmart is and does, they still maintain the identity of  
a low cost leader in pet supplies. This translates to the 
customer that PetSmart is not only going to provide 
them with all the services they need but also do it at 
affordable prices.
 The inclusion of PetSmart Charities takes 
another step in proving to consumers that PetSmart is 
more than just a big retailer out to control the market. 
The fundraising and adoption efforts sponsored by 
PetSmart Charities is put forth as an irreplaceable part 
of how PetSmart sees itself and how it is seen by 
consumers. The thousands of adopted pets can testify 

to the importance of 
PetSmart Charities to 
the company.

Positioning
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MEDIA SPENDING

Cable TV $28, 631,800

Syndicated TV $16,637,400

Network TV $8,604,500

Network Radio $6,639,400

Magazines $3,882,600

Newspapers $622,200

National Spot Radio $616,000

Outdoor $126,300

PetSmart Media Mix and Spending for 2010

Source: Ad$pender



  PetSmart's creative for advertisements, both in 
print and video media, focus on the relationship it is 
trying to foster with pet parents. Images almost always 
include a pet parent and his or her pet in the course of an 
activity or bonding moment that shows a relationship 
that differs from the traditional pet-owner connection. 
The goal is to show pet parents that PetSmart and its 
individual employees understand that they are not the 
pet owners of yesterday, and that PetSmart will in turn 
be their store of choice for pet supplies and services.
 Print ads serve mostly to remind current 
customers about PetSmart's excellent deals, but video 
ads are used to either show how a unique product 
offering can meet the needs of pets or reinforce the 
customer/brand bond by emphasizing that they will 
always find “Happiness In Store.” In store graphics and 
signing also reflect these concepts and keep central to 
the idea that PetSmart has everything to provide total 
lifetime care for the pets of all pet parents.
 Cause-related marketing creative for PetSmart 
Charities emphasizes images of adoptable pets in order 
to gain viewer attention and entice them to read 
informative copy. It is also important to note that store 
layouts put adoptable animals in clear view so that 
customers can see them every time they are in store. 
While this is not traditionally thought of as “creative”, it 
is central to the PetSmart Charities success.

                                                                    
Creative Strategy New Developments

 There have also been several new 
developments in PetSmart's product 
offerings recently that are showing real promise. 
The Martha Stewart Pets ™ line, originally 
launched in 2010, offered apparel, collars, 
leashes, bedding, feeding, grooming and bathing 
supplies that Martha Stewart herself designed, 
tested and approved with her team of experts.11  
It gave PetSmart more than 50 toys, various 
collars and harnesses and stylish feeding wares 
to offer its style-minded pet parents. In the wake 
of this success, PetSmart has added to the 
Martha Stewart Pets ™ collection a new line of 
cat related items to join the dog heavy offerings 
already available. This includes several new cat 
focused feeding accessories, some kitty related 
bedding, and of course, toys designed for feline 
fun. This will allow the Martha Stewart Pets ™ 
line to provide for those pet parents who prefer 
the purr to the bark.11

 Another exciting development is the 
addition of the new Toys“R”Us Pets ™ line to 
be launched in spring 2012. The collection of 
over 100 exciting toys will be available only at 
the 1,192 PetSmart locations in the US, Canada 
and Puerto Rico, and they will be available at 
PetSmart.com.16 This marks the collaboration 
between two companies that are leaders in their 
respective industries. The connection with 
Toys“R”Us ™ will strengthen the pet parent 
focused lineup it already has, and it should also 
help those pet parents with children to develop a 
multifaceted bond with both the PetSmart and 

Toys“R”Us ™ brands. These 
new interactive toys should 

be very exciting for pets all across the market.
 Pet parents also have another new reason 
to be excited. Packaged Facts research company  
found that 80% of dog owners and 85% of cat 
owners are not using vitamins to meet their pets 
specific nutritional needs.24 In order to provide 
these pet parents with great options to help meet 
this need, PetSmart has teamed up with GNC 
Pets to offer a new line of supplements designed 
to meet the individual requirements that each 
pet may have. PetSmart is the exclusive retailer 
of the GNC Pets line, and are proud to say that it   
carries the National Animal Supplement Council 
seal of approval.6 These new products offer 
more than 150 different supplements for both 
dogs and cats, and they can help fight issues 
ranging from hip and joint to skin and coat.6 
Other products to benefit overall pet health are 
also offered. 
 These exciting new products represent a 
new wave of alliances with other established 
brands that could help promote the PetSmart 
brand and establish a sentiment of quality goods 
and services in the eyes of pet parents.
 PetSmart Charities has also seen some 
new developments. The launching of the new 
community adoption initiative in 2010 led to the 
saving of 3,517 animal lives by community 
adoption events. 2011 has 33 new events 
scheduled and is on pace to improve upon last 
years immense numbers.23

Client Profile
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 PetSmart’s competitors range in nature. The 
primary competitor is no doubt the privately owned 
Petco or Petco Animal Supplies Inc. It is in the exact 
same market and has over 1,000 stores as well. 
However, it does not have the revenues or advertising 
expenditures at the level of PetSmart.
 An indirect competitor that is in the same 
market is Petland. The Petland chain is not nearly as 
widespread or prolific. While they cannot compete on 
a national level, they are direct competitors in a few 
areas. The other indirect competitor outlined here is 
Walmart. Walmart is a low cost retailer with a global 
presence. While they do move an extraordinary 
amount of pet supplies every year, they do not offer a 
variety of these, and they offer zero pet services 
except for the sale of pet health insurance. If PetSmart 
considers a move to compete directly with Walmart's 
low cost pet food sales, Walmart would most likely 
move to the most significant and direct competitor.   

Competitor Analysis                                    
Company Profiles Primary Competitors

PetSmart vs. Everyone

History

 Petco was founded in 1965 as a regional 
pet merchandiser.1 In 1990 under the leadership of 
Brian Devine it began development of what would 
become Petco superstores. In 1993, the 239-store 
chain included 132 superstores. 1994 saw Petco's 
initial public offering of stock. Three years later it 
grew significantly with the acquisition of the 
PetCare chain. This added a network of 81 stores.1
 However, in the year 2000 the Petco 
company went through a $600 million buyout that 
brought them back to the private sector. After two 
years it returned with a second IPO that raised 
over $275 million. The year 2003 saw the 
acquiring of naming rights for the San Diego 
Padre's new stadium, which would be constructed 
in 2004 under the name Petco Park.1 In 2008, 
Texas Pacific Group and Leonard Green & 
Partners once again took the company private after 
a $1.8 billion buyout. Also in 2008, the company 
added a store in Hawaii giving it a presence in all 
50 states. Then in 2009 it opened its 1,000th store, 
putting it in line as number two in the market 
behind PetSmart. It also developed the Petco 
Foundation which follows a similar line as 
PetSmart Charities by contributing to many animal 
welfare groups.1

Positioning

 Petco is focused on becoming a leader 
in the pet supplies market. Petco is using its 
increasing store numbers to attempt to 
establish itself as an industry leader. It uses 
low pricing strategies and customer loyalty 
programs to build rapport with customers in 
order to build relationships. The cause 
marketing it uses is focused on animal 
adoption and helping homeless animals.
 Petco maintains that it is committed to  
industry leading animal care, a “Think 
Adoption First” philosophy, educating 
responsible pet parents and supporting animal 
welfare groups.4

8



Competitor Analysis                                    
Advertising Expenditures

 Advertising dollars from Petco for the last five 
years have been unstable. Its investment has been 
consistently lower than PetSmart's, but amounts have 
jumped around considerably. According to Ad$pender 
data, the disparity between 2006 and 2010 ad dollars 
spent is large with 2006 seeing $24 million and 2010 only 
$13.5 million. The chart shows the up and down trends 
which are most likely related to the company's moves 
back and forth between the public and private sectors.
  The Petco marketing mix for 2010 was odd 
compared to its past investments. It dedicated no dollars 
to Network TV, the media that had traditionally been its 
second largest media outlet. It has apparently gotten away 
from TV advertising in general as the bulk of its 
investments went to print and radio. Most notably, $6 
million were spent in newspapers which represented 
almost 50% of the total dollars spent by Petco. 

Positioning
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MEDIA SPENDING

Newspapers $6,125,900

Magazines $2,198, 000

National Spot Radio $2,142,600

Spot TV $1,060,500

National Newspapers $1,026,600

Network Radio $729,900

Outdoor $160,200

Cable TV $90,700

Petco’s Media Mix and Spending for 2010

Source: Ad$pender
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Competitor Analysis                                    
Creative Strategy

 Petco’s creative is largely based around their new 
“spokes dog” Buster. This “chairman” is featured in TV 
and print ads letting potential Petco suppliers  know that 
their products will not be on Petco shelves if they don't 
meet Petco standards. He is a comedic way to inform the 
public of the importance Petco places on its standards.
 Petco's print ads also tend to take a comedic 
approach to informing customers about prices and sales. 
They most often feature animals in funny situations or 
wearing funny costumes. 

New Developments

 Recently Petco has been making efforts to incorporate more 
boutique items into its offerings with things like designer brand pet 
clothing. It has also begun offering e-commerce sales via the Facebook 
social networking website. Petco has also been growing its Petco Pals 
membership/loyalty group to maintain customer loyalty. Recently, Petco 
was awarded the EPA's Energy Star for energy management within its 
stores and offices. In attempts to stay connected with customers, the 
petco.com website has added a Petco Blog to allow two-way 
communication between consumers and company representatives.
  Also new to Petco is the Petco Certified Nutrition ™ Checklists 
that pet foods must pass in order to be sold in its stores. It also offers 
videos and pages on its website that enlist the help of Petco Certified 
Nutrition ™ experts to help customers select the best food for their dog 
or cat.

Secondary/Indirect Competitors

10

 According to petland.com, Petland Inc. is a franchise 
comprised corporation of retail pet supply stores. It currently has 
only 192 stores open. This limits its ability to compete overall with 
PetSmart. However, it is a secondary competitor due to the fact that 
in market areas where there are Petland stores as well as PetSmart 
stores, Petland offers alternatives to customers for a large portion of 
PetSmart's offerings.
 The small amount of stores does include 61 stores operating 
internationally. Petland has a presence in South Africa, Canada, 
Japan, China and Mexico. In addition, there are 15 stores planned 
for 2011. If growth continues Petland could be on track to become a 
primary competitor to PetSmart, and it could take control of markets 
abroad creating significant barriers to entry.

 Walmart is the most dominant low-cost retailer, and 
indeed the most dominant retailer period, in the world. In 
the fourth quarter of 2010 alone it counted $112.8 billion in 
sales.26  Walmart's pet division has enormous annual 
earnings, but that does not make them a direct competitor.
 Walmart operates as a low-cost retailer and grocery 
store. It does offer a range of pet foods, medications and 
accessories. However, it has nowhere near the range of 
products offered at PetSmart nor the knowledgeable staff. 
Also, Walmart offers zero pet services with the exception 
of pet insurance policies. In order for Walmart to become a 
primary competitor, PetSmart must actively move into 
Walmart's market of low cost retailing for all of its 
merchandise. This poses a significant challenge and would 
require an immense amount of vendor and supplier 
cooperation.26
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Competitors

Primary

Secondary

The leader of the industry 
capturing the highest 

revenues. It offers countless 
specialty offerings including 

PetsHotels, grooming and 
training, and Luv-A-Pet 

Adoption Centers. 

Petco is the primary 
competitor offering similar 

services like its “Think 
Adoption First” campaign. It 
has over 1000 stores and has 
a strategy of low prices and a 
strong customer base with its 

PetPals customer loyalty 
program.

Although it does not have 
many stores, Petland poses a 

threat as a secondary 
competitor offering an 

alternative to PetSmart’s 
services at lower prices. It 

also has a very strong 
overseas presence possibly 

strengthening the barriers to 
entry in other countries. 

Walmart is an international 
brand with a high consumer 
following. It offers similar 

products at lower prices 
than specialty retailers. 

There is a trend of 
supermarkets and discount 

stores gaining a higher 
customer base for pet 

products. 

Comparative Analysis
	 With PetSmart leading the way in terms of store numbers and revenue, it is also the leader in specialty offerings. Although Petco 
poses a threat  as a close second, its offerings are not as extensive as the ones that PetSmart provides for their customers. The secondary 
competitors of Walmart and Petland are competitors in the sense that these companies offer similar and alternative services and products 
at  a much more reduced cost. However, even though the cost may be less, the quality and extensive services and product offerings lack in 
comparison with those of PetSmart and Petco. 
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Descriptors

Demographics

          Simmons Media Research Bureau and Package Facts provide 
PetSmart with data that demonstrates the target audience. The following 
points highlight the target audience’s (the pet parent) main demographic 
qualities:

• The target audience is a female 

• White non- Hispanic

• Between the ages of 45 -54

• Has a yearly income of $70,000 or more

• And at least some college education.

        The “pet parent” has been vital in the conservation of the pet market 
economy during the “Great Recession.” The “Empty Nesters, Baby 
Boomers, seniors, singles and childless couples have pets that have 
become replacement children. They are mostly dog and/or cat owners. The 
bond between humans and their animals is a “potent force” for maintaining 
and increasing consumer activity. Packaged Facts administered an online 
pet owner poll in February 2009. Of the responses, 91% said they “agreed” 
with the statement “I consider my pet(s) to be part of the family.” The 
higher income households have more discretionary income leading them to 
be bigger spenders, are an important safe guard for the pet market during 
the recession and are more likely to understand health benefits. Because 
they understand the health benefits, they are more willing to pay a higher 
price for the products. 24

Psychographics

	  	   With an understanding of some of the demographics, it is 
important to consider further why these consumer’s buy, why they are “pet 
parents” rather than pet owners and where they are buying. Using a 
Simmons run, the following are the top three places our typical “pet 
parent” will shop for their pet products. The pet parent is most likely to go 
to the supermarket for their pet products (28%), followed by discount 
stores (20%) and not far behind PetSmart (19%). The majority of pet 
owners (68%) say they only shop at their favorite stores and have brands 
that they like. For expensive items, pet owners will shop at different stores 
for the best price. With that stated, it is important to note that 70% of pet 
owners say that the environment of the store makes a difference about 
whether or not they will shop there. As mentioned earlier, pets are 
becoming more a part of the family. According Packaged Facts, in this time 
with such an incalculable economy, pets have become and will continue to 
become a major source of comfort and security for their families.24  

 Before continuing with descriptors of the “pet parent”, it is 
important to understand the what, when and how to offer products to the 
target audience. This is best understood through the Consumer Life Cycle 
and Hierarchy of Effects.
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Processes

To be successful in implementing and incorporating PetSmart products into a 
consumer’s life, the following steps must be considered.3

1. Attract- Captivate consumers so that they may give consideration to the 
services/ products that PetSmart offers. 

2.   Convert- Change consumers from testers and browsers of PetSmart       
       products to buyers.

3.   Retain- Keep customers as loyal, regular buyers.

Consumer Life Cycle

Hierarchy of Effects
	   The Hierarchy of Effects explains how advertising messages 
impacts a consumer’s decision to buy or not to buy.  It uses a consumer’s 
natural tendencies to create the most effective marketing strategy. It is based 
on the assumption that the consumers do not immediately decide to buy a 
product but take time to make an ultimate decision.3

1. Awareness- make the target audience aware of the product

2.   Knowledge- create specific brand knowledge

3.   Liking- find out how they feel, fix the problem if it is unfavorable and      
      then communicate the change. 

4.   Preference- target audience may like the product, but not prefer over
      others; must build consumer preference.

5.   Conviction- make the target audience feel good and sure about buying       
the product

6.  Purchase- move the target audience to actually buy the product
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Perceptions

Decision Making Process

  When it comes to making the final purchasing decisions, the human-
animal bond is especially strong between cats and/or dogs with their adult 
owners, who eventually make the final purchasing decisions. The final 
product purchase decision is based on the “pet parent” trends. The Baby 
Boomers, who are the prime spenders in the pet market today, are more health 
focused. They are choosing to pass their healthy lifestyles to their pets. 25 

Natural products are one of the most important qualities because, in regards to 
healthy and safe products, it is a concept that is easily grasped by consumers. 
Grain free products are also a steadily increasing trend, along with limited 
ingredient products, weight control and food safety (including “meat first” 
ingredient lists.) Pet parents are also becoming increasingly concerned with 
the “green initiative.” They expect companies to maintain corporate 
responsibility and appreciate sustainable initiatives. A survey conducted by 
Landor Association, Schoen Berland, and Burson- Marstellar showed this to 
be true despite the recession. Of consumers surveyed, “75% feel that social 
responsibility is important, 55% would choose a product with a cause over a 
product without, 70% are willing to pay more for products from socially 
responsible companies, and 28% will pay at least $10 more. Consumers want 
to be able to see and measure a corporation’s social responsibility.24

Consumer Likes and Dislikes

	    It is important to note what consumers do not like. Big, corporate 
names on natural food products are not comforting of consumers.  For 
example, when marketing for Sheba, Mars should not use the name Mars in 
its marketing. Also, using brand names in television shows does not make 
consumers feel that a product is trustworthy; this is truest with super 
premium product purchasers. Consumers also distrust the big store feel. 
They want to feel a more intimate, safe setting. 24

Problems and Important Issues
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Problems that PetSmart may face in its future sales are the decline in 
overall pet ownership (except dogs) and the growth of the minority 
population in the U.S. In focusing on solely dog and cat ownership is that 
even though cat ownership is declining, it is shifting to higher income 
households rather than moderate. This means that cat owners will be more 
likely to spend increasingly more amounts of money on specialty services 
and products. Also, the minority population in the U.S. has a 
disproportionally low rate of pet ownership, but is growing rapidly in the 
U.S. This means that PetSmart will have to market the pet adoption program 
more toward minority groups as well as a communication appeal in terms of 
the benefits of owning a pet. 24

Consumer Summary
 It was determined that the target audience for PetSmart in 
appealing to the “pet parent” are caucasian women within the age range 
of 45-54. It is important to note that this target audience is one that has 
high expectations of the pet market and its offerings for their pets. 
Products that will appeal to this audience include ones that are 
specifically featuring health and wellness aspects as pet health becomes 
the major trend within the industry. These “parents” will most likely 
spend a great deal more on their pets, and in order to capitalize on this 
aspect, the communication appeals must be geared to their personal 
preferences and feelings about the services and products that are being 
offered. Because not only are these owners worried about the quality of 
the items bought for their pets, cause-related marketing will be a huge 
aspect in gaining an even larger audience and even more revenue as this 
group is also worried about the surrounding environment. They are more 
apt and willing to spend money on products that promote and sponsor a 
cause. With this in mind, PetSmart should focus its efforts on cause-
related marketing that will capitalize on the bond between these owners 
and their pets as well as marketing specialty products that will increase 
the life, health and well-being of one’s pets. 
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